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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

Forest resource managers are faced with the challenge of balancing social, economic and 

environmental values, while planning for a sustainable future.  Society’s environmental values, 

reflected in provincial forest legislation, require that landscape and stand level biodiversity is 

considered within operational plans.  Stand level biodiversity is maintained through 

conscientious planning for and placement of elements such as species composition, proximity to 

existing retention, wildlife tree patches, coarse woody debris and single tree retention.  

 

Forest managers/planners attempt to maintain landscape level biodiversity through various 

mechanisms that critically examine such factors as patch size variability, connectivity, proximity, 

and age class distribution across a given landscape. Mimicking natural disturbance patterns 

across the landscape has been an ideology at the forefront of sustainable land use in recent years. 

However, anthropogenic disturbance, such as harvesting, that does not consider landscape level 

attributes, runs the risk of creating fragmented forest landscapes.  

 

Fragmentation has a strong influence on the dynamics and providence of material and energy 

movement within and across a landscape.  Fragmentation mechanisms can be measured by using 

various indices such as core area, contagion, juxtaposition, evenness and patchiness (Li and 

Reynolds, 1994). Connectivity can have strong impacts on ecological processes such as organism 

movement and seed dispersal (Gardner et al., 1989), as well as resources used by animals such as 

corridors (O’Nell et al., 1988), and gene flow (Gilpin and Soule, 1986). Changing naturally 

occurring landscape patterns through fragmentation can disrupt the ecological processes that 

depend on connectivity within the landscape. At the landscape level, fragmentation is related to 

patch size, structure and spatial arrangement as well as the duration over which it exists as a 

patch. Severe fragmentation generally has a negative effect on biological diversity, especially 

when it creates isolated islands in a landscape.  

 

World wide the decline of biodiversity is a major environmental concern, including the USA and 

Canada. In 2002 at the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, South 

Africa, participants achieved agreement to significantly reduce the current rate of biodiversity 

loss by 2010 (Hanski, 2005). The technical challenge is measuring the rate of change in 

biodiversity. It is therefore, critical to define the biodiversity measurements in operational terms, 

especially at the landscape level. 

 

In British Columbia landscape, biodiversity objectives are set by government in the Forest and 

Range Practices Act (FRPA) and further regulated by the Forest Planning and Practices 

Regulation (FPPR)
1
. Section 9 of the FPPR states: 

 

The objective set by government for wildlife and biodiversity at the landscape 

level is, without unduly reducing the supply of timber from British Columbia’s 

forests and to the extent practicable, to design areas on which timber harvesting 

                                                 
1
 http://www.qp.gov.bc.ca/statreg/reg/F/ForRangPrac/14_2004.htm - accessed February 25, 2008 
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is to be carried out that resemble, both spatially and temporally, the patterns of 

natural disturbance that occur within the landscape. 

 

In 2004, under section 4(1) of the Forest Practices Code of BC Act, the Landscape Objective 

Working Group (LOWG) created the Biodiversity Order for the Prince George Timber Supply 

Area
2
 (PGTSA). The purpose of the Order is to legally establish old growth objectives for 

landscape units in the PGTSA. Further, these biodiversity objectives include targets for both 

individual patch sizes and patch size class distribution; the planning, monitoring and reporting of 

these objectives are regulated under the current Forest and Range Practices Act. As part of their 

Forest Stewardship Plans, forest licensees are responsible for monitoring and reporting on 

landscape biodiversity objectives related to fragmentation.  

 

Currently, biodiversity objectives and forest fragmentation in the PGTSA are measured with 

three different indicators: old forest (>140 years) retention, old interior (200 meter or zero meter 

buffer zone depending on target patch type) forest, and young forest (0-20 years) patch size 

distribution. The purpose of the patch size objective is “to create a pattern of young forest 

distributed across the landscape reflecting the pattern created by a natural disturbance regime”
2
.
 

The benefit of using patch size is that this analysis is relatively simple to conduct using 

provincially accepted methods, and set targets. However, there are difficulties using this method 

in terms of showing that a licensee is or is not meeting provincially acceptable targets. As Pope 

and Talbot stated in the Request for Proposal for this project: 

 “While the analysis is relatively straight forward, managing to meet the trend 
toward targets has been difficult and complex.  With individual blocks in patches 

ageing beyond 20 years, patch configurations change annually.  A patch size 

category may trend toward one year and trend against the next, despite the fact 

that only patches with the correct configuration are harvested.” 
 

Difficulties with data interpretation and managing to meet the proposed targets are potentially 

related to the scales of analysis.  These scales include both the physical extent of the areas 

analysed (size) as well as the temporal scales over which an analysis is conducted (time period).  

The extent of each landscape is defined by the Natural Disturbance Units (NDU) within each 

forest district.  It may not be relevant to directly compare between NDUs because the number of 

hectares are not consistent, ranging in size from thousands to hundreds of thousands of hectares.  

For example, the harvest of 100 hectares in a relatively small landscape unit will have a much 

greater affect on the patch size distribution than a 100 hectare opening in a larger landscape unit.   

The relative impacts of individual disturbances will cause more variable results in annual 

reporting for smaller NDUs, however when compared over a range of years the results will show 

more consistent trends. With the increased harvest rates that have been experienced over the last 

few years due to the mountain pine beetle epidemic, it is reasonable to expect that annual patch 

size distribution trends should fluctuate, however over a longer temporal scale; trends may be 

less variable and therefore easier to interpret. 

 

                                                 
2
 http://ilmbwww.gov.bc.ca/lup/srmp/northern/prince_george_tsa/pg_tsa_biodiversity_order.pdf- accessed February 

25, 2008 
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The indicators of biodiversity that are currently used provide useful quantitative information 

about the patch types, such as young forest, old forest and old interior forest, but they do not 

provide information about other important aspects of landscape fragmentation such as how the 

spatial distribution (location of the patches) and structural changes (shape and fragmentation 

processes - see below) will (or not) influence landscape patterns.  The purpose of this report is to 

review the literature on a number of landscape metrics that will potentially be suitable to analyse 

the PGTSA landscape and provide a better understanding of fragmentation and landscape 

patterns that affect biodiversity.     

 

 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Landscape diversity indices should be a set of robust indices used to quantify two distinct 

components: configuration and composition (Li and Reynolds 1993).  Configuration refers to the 

spatial pattern of patches in the landscape, while composition refers to both the total number of 

patch types and their relative proportions on the landscape.  

 

Three different levels of metrics: patch, class, and landscape are widely described and used in the 

scientific community (McGarigal and Marks 2002).  Patch level metrics define the 

characteristics of each patch within a landscape.  Class level metrics integrate information from 

all the patches of a given type. These may be integrated by using an averaging, or weighted-

averaging system to describe, for instance, how large patches contribute to overall estimates of 

landscape fragmentation. Conversely, landscape level metrics roll up information about patch 

types (or classes) over the full extent of the landscape.  Landscape metrics (or indices) provide 

values that describe the spatial configuration and/or composition of the landscape, but they are 

also used to give statistical summaries of patch metrics over the entire landscape.  These 

statistical summaries include the mean, area-weighted mean, median, range, standard deviation, 

and coefficient of variation in patch attribute (McGarigal and Marks 2002). 

 

There has been extensive inquiry, research, analysis and discussion of the effects of 

fragmentation (Riitters et al. 1995, Gustafson 1998, Hargis et al. 1998, McGarigal and Cushman 

2002, and Harper et al. 2005).  Research scientists have used different indices to represent 

several aspects of fragmentation, such as the edge density index to represent how much edge 

exists in a specific landscape, core area index to represent how much interior area habitat is 

available for organisms to exist in, and nearest neighbour index to describe the relative distance 

between two patches in the same landscape.   

 

There are numerous indices that can be directly computed from free open-source GIS modules 

such as FRAGSTATS
3
 (McGarigal and Marks 2002).  However, the choice of individual or 

combination of indices used for any given analysis will depend on the scale and specific 

objectives for the area of concern (Gustafson 1998). Therefore, developing a suite of potential 

fragmentation indices to characterize the landscape patterns of the PGTSA and further to assist in 

achieving biodiversity objectives should focus on selecting indices that are up-to-date and 

                                                 
3
 http://www.umass.edu/landeco/research/fragstats/fragstats.html, - accessed, February 2008 
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scientifically and technologically defensible. Local experts’ knowledge can be used to augment 

the selection of indices and interpretation of their output. Upon selection of a preferred index or 

combination of indices, a pilot test should be implemented to test their suitability (Appendix 1). 

 

 

2.1 PATCH SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

 

Patch size is defined by the area of each patch (Eq. 1).  The range of the area is greater than zero 

with upper limits dependant on the landscape being studied. There are lower limits when raster 

source data is used, for example Landsat image
4
 has a minimum of 0.09 ha, while SPOT image

4
 

has a minimum of 0.04 ha, but there is no lower limit for vector data source. 

 

Patch size is both the simplest measure of composition, and a fundamental landscape index 

(McGarigal and Marks 2002). Patch size distribution by patch size class is a measure of 

configuration in a landscape. In addition to the Provincial Non-Spatial Old Growth Order (2004), 

this metric has been used successfully in several local projects, including the Bulkley Valley 

TSA and their Landscape Unit Plans as an indicator of biodiversity (Bulkley Valley TSA 2004). 

Additionally, DeLong (1998) used this metric to examine the natural disturbance patterns in 

northern sub-boreal forests. Currently, only the young (0-20 year old) patch size distribution is 

used as a measurement of fragmentation in the PGTSA
2
. 









=

000,10

1
ijaArea ............................................................................................................... (Eq. 1)  

Where aij is area (m
2
) of patch ij.  

 

This index can be calculated from any available Geographic Information System (GIS) tool, such 

as ArcView, ArcGIS, Arc/Info, GrassGIS, and QGIS. It is also available from the free software 

package FRAGSTATS.   

 

2.2 INTERPATCH DISTANCE / MEAN NEAREST-NEIGHBOUR 

DISTANCE 

 

Mean nearest neighbour (MNN) distance, is the average of all the nearest Euclidean distances 

between two patches of the same patch type (Eq. 2). The nearest Euclidean distance is a straight-

line distance in meters, between one patch and the next closest patch of the same type.  

 

MNN will always be a positive number greater than zero. A high MNN value indicates that 

patches are highly isolated and may also indicate that the landscape is highly fragmented.  For 

example, the two landscapes in Figure 1 have the same spatial extent, and both of them have five 

patches of the same type, but with different patch sizes and distances between their nearest patch. 

Figure 1a has a MNN value of 1.2 meters, while Figure 1b has a MNN of 3.2 meters. Therefore, 

                                                 
4
 http://www.geobase.ca/geobase/en/index.html, - accessed, February 2008 
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the patches in Figure 1b are more isolated, and the landscape of Figure 1b has a higher degree of 

fragmentation than the landscape in Figure 1a.  

 

MNN is a simple measure between two patches, and as a result has been used in many 

fragmentation studies (analysis) and other complex index developments such as proximity index 

(discussed below), which also refer to nearest-neighbour distance (Ripple et al. 1991, 

Schumacher 1996, Gustafson and Parker, 1994, and Hargis et al. 1998). 
 
a. b.

1 3 1

2

5 3

2

patch dist 5 patch dist

i j hij i j hij

1 5 2 1 3 2

4 2 3 1 2 5 4

3 2 1 3 1 2

4 5 1 4 3 5

5 4 1 5 3 3

MNN = 1.2 4 MNN = 3.2

 
Figure 1: Two hypothetical landscape matrices with a single patch type distributed at five 

locations. The arrow points from one patch to its nearest neighbour. Landscape (a) represents a 

configuration where patches are less isolated, and (b) reflects a greater isolation of patches (note: 

double arrow lines represent both ways are the nearest, i is from patch, j is the nearest patch to i. 

hij is the distance from i to j).  

 

When applied at the landscape level, the MNN is used to determine the relative isolation of 

patches (Hargis et al. 1998, McGarigal and Marks 2002).  It can be used to consider dispersal 

and colonization between patches (Rutledge 2003).  Furthermore, the standard deviation of the 

nearest-neighbour distance can be used as a measure of patch dispersion; a small standard 

deviation relative to the mean (a small coefficient of variation) implies a fairly uniform or 

regular distribution of patches across the landscape, whereas a large standard deviation relative 

to the mean implies a more irregular or uneven distribution of patches.  A limitation of MNN is 

that it cannot differentiate between a landscape that is full of patches evenly distributed at x 

distance apart, and a landscape that only has a few patches that are evenly spaced at the same x 

distance (Figure 2) (Hargis et al 1998).  
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Figure 2: Two very different hypothetical landscapes with the same MNN value. 

 

N

h

MNN

n

i

i∑
== 1 …………………………………………………………………………….....(Eq. 2) 

Where: MNN is mean Euclidean nearest-neighbour distance (m); hij is distance (m) from patch i 

to its nearest neighbour patch j of the same type, based on patch edge-to-edge distance; N is the 

total number of patches. 

 

This index can be calculated from any raster or vector data source in any GIS software package. 

It is also available from the FRAGSTATS software package. 

 

2.3 CORE AREA 

The core area (CA) can be defined as the interior area, which can be measured in hectares, of a 

patch that is left after a specified buffer has been applied to the perimeter of the patch (Eq. 3), 

(Ripple et al. 1991, Tinker et al. 1998).  CA is always positive, with a value greater than zero. 

CA equals zero when every location within the patch is within the specified edge-to-edge 

distance from the patch perimeter. CA approaches patch area as the specified depth-of-edge 

distance(s) decreases and as patch shape is simplified. Low core area values indicate fragmented 

landscapes, while less fragmented landscapes will have higher core area values. 

 

Several studies have concluded that CA should be used as a key metric to monitor landscape 

fragmentation (Schumacher 1996, Hargis et al. 1998, Tinker et al. 1998, Trani and Giles 1999, 

and Lausch and Herzog 2002).  For example, Schumaker (1996) found that core area was one of 

the best predictors for the dispersal success of the northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis 

caurina) in the Pacific Northwest. Trani and Giles (1999) reported that interior area was a key 

factor differentiating fragmented and contiguous forest landscapes in the George Washington-

Jefferson National Forest in Virginia, USA.  Currently, this indicator (old forest interior) is used 
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in the PGTSA as a measurement of landscape biodiversity. In the PGTSA this indicator is 

measured by 200 meters depth-of-edge distance or zero meters depth-of-edge distance according 

to the age class and leading species in the adjacent patch
2
. 

∑∑
= =









=

m

i

m

j

c

ijaCA
1 1 000,10

1
..........................................................................................................(Eq. 3) 

Where: CA is total core area (ha), aij
c
 is core area (m

2
) of patch ij based on a specified edge depth 

(m). 

 

This index can be calculated from any raster or vector data source in any GIS software package. 

It is also available from the FRAGSTATS software package. 

2.4 EDGE DENSITY 

 

Edge density (ED) is the total length of edge in the landscape per area of the landscape (Eq. 4), 

(McGarigal and Marks 2002), and can be expressed as meters of edge per hectare.  Edge density 

is always greater than zero, without upper limits. A high ED value represents a higher degree of 

fragmentation.  When the whole landscape is composed of only one patch, the ED value will 

approach zero. 

 

Edge density is an effective tool for evaluating the effects of patch shape and area on the 

abundance of habitat edge (Hargis et al. 1998). For example, Wallin et al. (1994) used edge 

density to evaluate differences in dispersed versus aggregated timber harvest patterns in 

landscapes of the same extent, and found that landscapes with dispersed harvesting regimes 

produced higher ED values.  The value for ED will increase with increased disturbance.  

However, ED may be misleading at the patch level, because when openings are large, or when 

patches are enlarged or even joined by harvesting portions of the connecting forest, the edge to 

area ratio changes (Hargis et al. 1998).  At the landscape level, ED cannot differentiate the same 

area of landscape with the same grain texture. For example, in Figure 3, gray represents the 

forested patch type, while white represents clear cuts. These two landscapes have the same ED 

values, but clearly Figure 3a is less fragmented than Figure 3b. 
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Figure 3: Two landscapes with same extent and grain texture. The grey colour symbolises 

forested landscape and white represents clear cuts.  a) four small patches were harvest in the 

landscape, while b) majority of the landscape was harvested with only four remnants left. 

 

)000,10(
A

E
ED = ……………………………………………………………………………(Eq. 4) 

Where: ED is edge density (m/ha); E is total length (m) of edge in landscape; and A is total 

landscape area (m
2
). 

 

This index can be calculated from any raster or vector data source in any GIS software package. 

It is also available from the FRAGSTATS software package. 

 

2.5 CONTAGION 

 

The contagion index (CI) measures the extent to which landscape elements are aggregated or 

clumped; higher values of contagion may result from landscapes with a few large, contiguous 

patches, while lower values generally characterize landscapes with many small patches (Eq. 5) 

(O’Neil et al. 1988). Contagion index values are expressed in percent, and range from 0% to 

100%.  If a single patch were to cover the whole landscape, the CI value would be 100%, 

conversely, when all the patches are different types, the CI value will approach zero. The 

contagion index value will decrease as the number of patches is increased, whereas when the 

patch number is constant, CI will increases as patch type distribution changes from irregular to 
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regular (Figure 4). Therefore, both the number of patch types and their spatial pattern can be 

effectively represented; and CI can be interpreted further to measure the interspersion of 

different patch types, as well as aggregation within a patch type (McGarigal and Marks 1995). 
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Figure 4: Relationships between the contagion indices and the two controlled variables: spatial 

pattern and number of patch types (adopted from Li and Reynolds, 1993)  

 

This index was developed from computer simulated landscapes with predictable results (Li and 

Reynolds 1993). However, when applying this index to analyse true, complex landscapes, 

Schumaker (1996) found it difficult to interpret results because of the increased spatial diversity 

of ’real’ versus simulated landscapes. Similarly, Gustafson (1998) also relays that caution should 

be taken while using this single-valued index to represent or interpret complex interacting 

landscape patterns. This recommendation by Gustafson (1998) may have been stated in regards 

to the CI, but is however, applicable to all indices.  
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Where: Pi is proportion of the landscape occupied by patch type i; gik is the number of 

adjacencies between pixels of patch types i and k; m is the number of patch types present in the 

landscape, including the landscape border if present. 

 

This index can be calculated from any raster or vector data source in any GIS software package. 

It is also available from the FRAGSTATS software package. 

 

2.6 INTERSPERSION AND JUXTAPOSITION 

 

The Interspersion and Juxtaposition Index (IJI) is a relatively new landscape pattern index 

designed to evaluate the interspersion of cover categories (classes) in the landscape (Eq. 6) 

(McGarigal and Marks 2002). The IJI describes the extent to which patches of different patch 

types are interspersed (Gustafson 1998). The range of IJI is expressed in percent, from 0% to 

100%. The Interspersion and Juxtaposition Index will equal 100% when all patch types are 

equally adjacent to all other patch types, and will decrease as the distribution of adjacencies of 

each patch types becomes increasingly uneven (Figure 5). Figure 5 shows two landscapes with 

the same number of patch types, but different spatial arrangements. Patch types in Figure 5a are 

more isolated and uneven than that of Figure 5b; therefore, Figure 5b has a higher IJI value than 

Figure 5a. 

 

Garrobou et al. (1998) used this index to examine marine rocky benthic communities’ spatial 

pattern and found that the IJI increased significantly as the communities’ spatial adjacency 

increased. This index may be used with other indices such as mean patch size to assess the 

interspersion of agricultural land with other land types (Lausch and Herzog 2002). Therefore, IJI 

may also be a good indicator for assessing the interspersion of ‘clear cut’ patch types in a given 

landscape. 
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Figure 5: Two hypothetical landscape matrixes with three patch types (a) unevenly distributed 

and (b) well interspersed.  
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………………………………………………..(Eq. 6) 

 

Where: IJI is interspersion and juxtaposition index (%); eik is total length (m) of edge in the 

landscape between patch types i and k; E is total length (m) of edge in the landscape, excluding 

background; m is number of patch types present in the landscape, including the landscape border, 

if present. 

 

This index can be calculated from any raster or vector data source in any GIS software package. 

It is also available from the FRAGSTATS software package. 

 

 

2.7 PROXIMITY INDEX 

 

The Proximity index (PX) value is calculated for each patch that is at least partially within a 

proximity buffer (specified number of pixels) of the patch of interest.  The inputs for PX (Eq. 7) 

include the area, and nearest-neighbour distance for each patch within the proximity buffer. The 

PX value may be greater or equal to zero with no upper limit. The PX will equal zero when a 

patch has no neighbours of the same patch type within the specified search radius. The PX 

increases as the area is increasingly occupied by patches of the same type, and as those patches 

become closer and less fragmented in distribution. 

 

The algorithm and concepts of using PX are illustrated in Figure 6.  A seven pixel proximity 

buffer was created around the focal patch (patch 1, assuming all the patches are one type, such as 

clear cut). The PX value for Figure 6a was higher than that of Figure 6b, indicating that the 

patches in Figure 6b are more isolated than those of Figure 6a. 

 

Gustafson and Parker (1992) first developed a proximity index (PX) that distinguishes between 

clusters of large patches and sparse distributions of small habitat patches.  This index is further 

used to describe forest landscapes where there is a high contrast between the habitat of interest 

and the surrounding matrix (Gustafson and Parker 1994).  Bender et al. (2003) used this index to 

predict animal movement in both artificial and real landscapes.  They found that the proximity 

index was a key predictor for immigration.  They also noted that the proximity index had more 

flexibility than other variables in modeling organism dispersal capability (Bender et al. 2003). 

Proximity index has been used to differentiate between isolated patches and those that are part of 

a complex of patches (Gustafson and Parker 1992, Hargis et al. 1998).   
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram illustrates the calculation of the proximity index of a single forest 

patch (patch 1) on two hypothetical landscapes. The proximity buffer is 7 pixels as shown by the 

dashed-line boundary, and patches 1-6 are used in the calculation of PX; patch 7 is not used since 

it lies entirely outside the proximity buffer. Hypothetical landscape (a) represents a configuration 

where patches are less isolated and there is a greater abundance of forest habitat, and (b) reflects 

a lower abundance of forest habitat and greater isolation of patches (modified from Gustafson 

and Parker, 1994) 
 

 

Proximity index is also helpful in examining other landscape heterogeneity analyses, especially 

when predicting landscape spatial patterns (Gustafson and Parker 1994). Spetich et al. (1997) 

used the proximity index to quantify the relative isolation of old-growth forest patches in 

Indiana. The PX was an excellent index to use to compare isolated versus proximal woodlots in 

determining tree species dispersal in Wisconsin (Dunn et al. 1991). 
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 ………………………………………………………………………………..(Eq. 7) 

Where: PX is proximity index (no units); aijg is area (m
2
) of patch ijg within specified 

neighbourhood (m) of patch ij; hijg is distance (m) between patch ijg and patch ijg, based on 

patch  edge-to-edge distance, computed from cell center to cell center. 

 

This index can be calculated from any raster or vector data source in any GIS software package. 

It is also available from the FRAGSTATS software package. 

 

2.8 GISFRAG INDEX 

 

In 1991, Ripple and co-authors proposed the GISfrag index (Eq. 8). The algorithm for 

calculating GISfrag in a raster based GIS is illustrated in Figure 7.  The GISfrag index is 

calculated from a forest/non-forest map where each cell value is equal to the number of cells 

away from the nearest edge (Figure 7). The GISfrag index value for Figure 7a is greater than that 

of Figure 7b, indicating that landscape 7b is more fragmented than landscape 7a. The range of 

GISfrag is greater than or equal to zero.  Ripple et al. (1991) described the index as: “large mean 

values reflected a low degree of forest fragmentation while maximum fragmentation occurred 
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when the mean values approach zero.”  The GISfrag was used in a study to compare the Oregon 

Coast range forest fragmentation as it progressed from 1949 to 1991 (Ripple et al. 2000). Ripple 

et al. (2000) found that the mean GISfrag value decreased from 502 meters in 1949 to 107 meters 

in 1991 due mainly to logging and natural disturbances such as fire.   Gustafson (1998) described 

the GISfrag as an index of fragmentation that is “calculated by finding the average distance to 

the nearest edge of all the pixels of the class of interest.”  For example, it can return the average 

distance from interior habitat to managed forest, or any other patch type or class.  

 

a. 30 60 90 120 150 150 150 150 150 60 30 b.

30 60 90 120 120 120 120 120 120 60 30

30 60 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 60 30

30 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 30

30 60 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 60 30

30 60 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

30 30 30 60 30 30 30 60 60 60 30

60 60 30 30 30 30 30 60 60 30 30

90 60 30 30 30 30 30 30 60 60 30

90 60 30 30 60 30 60 60 60 30 30

60 60 30 30 30 60 30 30 60 60 30

30 30 30 30 30 60 90 30 30 60 30

30 60 30 30 60 90 30 30 30 30 30

30 60 30 30 30 30 30 60 90 60 30

30 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 90 60 30

30 60 90 90 90 90 90 90 120 60 30

30 60 90 120 120 120 120 120 150 60 30

30 60 90 120 150 150 150 150 180 60 30  
 

 

Figure 7: Two conceptual outputs of a proximity map: (a) lower fragmentation and (b) higher 

fragmentation. Cell values in the matrix were assigned based on their distance to the target patch 

type (areas shown no values). 
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Where xij is cell value of the proximity map; m is the number of rows of the proximity map and n 

is the number of columns of the proximity map. 

 

This index can be calculated from any raster based GIS software packages. If only a vector data 

source available, conversion of vector to raster will be required.  

 

2.9 EFFECTIVE MESH SIZE 

 

2.46=GISfrag

0.13=GISfrag
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The effective mesh size (meff) (Eq. 9) defines the size of the areas (in square meters) when the 

region under investigation is divided into n areas (n is the number of patches that result from 

dividing the total region into parts of equal size) with the same degree of landscape division as 

for the region (Jaeger 2000).  The range of the meff values is between the area of one raster cell 

and the total landscape area. The minimum of meff value is constrained by the cell size and is 

achieved when every cell is a separate patch; while the maximum meff value will be achieved 

when one patch makes up the whole landscape.    

  

The meff can identify the landscape fragmentation processes that caused landscape structural 

changes. For example, Girvetz et al.  (2007) used meff successfully to detect the structural 

differences caused by road construction (Figure 8) and concluded that the landscape with a 

greater number of short spur roads (Figure 8a) was less fragmented than the landscape with a few 

longer roads (Figure 8b). Jaeger et al. (2007) applied meff as a potential indicator to test the 

differences in fragmentation caused by physical barriers (geometries) such as road development, 

habitat accessibility by animals (in the alpine), and anthropogenic barriers between five 

ecoregions in Switzerland. They concluded that meff was a qualified indicator to differentiate the 

current degree of fragmentation in the five ecoregions according to their sustainable development 

criteria. The meff further allowed for an equitable comparison of the degree of fragmentation 

among regions among different land bases (Jaeger et al. 2007).   

 

This index can be interpreted as the average size of the area that an animal, placed randomly in 

the landscape, would be able to access without crossing a boundary (Girvetz et al. 2007). Thus, 

this indicator has the power to “assess the influence of parts of a region to the fragmentation of 

the total region when the fragmentation in some parts of the region are somehow changed, 

comparing the fragmentation of regions of different sizes, and assessing the fragmentation of a 

combination of several regions of different sizes” (Jaeger 2000).  The improvements and 

application of this indicator were expanded by other researchers (Raumer 2006, Moser et al. 

2007, Jaeger et al. 2007).  Particularly, in 2004, the German Conference of the Ministers of the 

Environment adopted this index as a ‘core indicator’ for calculating effective mesh size in all 

German states
5
. 
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5 http://gpe.concordia.ca/documents/faltblatt_engl%20.pdf – accessed February 2008 
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Figure 8: Two landscapes fragmented by same length of roads (a) lower fragmentation (b) high 

fragmentation. Size of each landscape is 10km x 10km, road width is neglected (adopted form 

Girvetz et al. 2007) 
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Where meff is effective mesh size (m
2
); aij is area (m

2
) of patch ij; A is total landscape area (m

2
);  

 

This index can be calculated from any raster or vector data source in any GIS software packages. 

It is also available from FRAGSTATS software package. 

 

2.10 |φ| SINGLE MEASURE  

 

The single measure |φ| (Eq. 10) attempts to integrate four processes (habitat changes, boundary 

(edge) length changes, isolation, and occurrence of patches) representing fragmentation in a 

landscape (Bogaert et al. 2000). The value of |φ| ranges from 0 to 200; a high value represents a 

low degree of fragmentation. The |φ| reflects the overall status of the landscape relative to its 

historic distribution. Historic distribution refers to any information prior to current information 

you can gather. If no information is available for the prior condition, an assumption is made that 

the whole landscape is one patch type. The information of the four processes can be analyzed by 

projecting the four variables into a four dimensional space (coordinate axes). Single Measure is 

the Euclidean distance from a point to the center of the four dimensional space. Its normalized 

variable permits the independent use of units (Bogaert et al. 2000). The following artificial 

landscapes were adopted from Bogaert and co-authors (2000) to illustrate the |φ| properties in 

determining the degree of landscape fragmentation (Figure 9). 
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A B C

D E F

G H I

 
 

Figure 9: Set of nine fragmentation patterns in the landscape to test the single measure and the 

results are shown in Table 1 (adopted from Bogaert et al. 2000). 
 

 

Table 1: The results of Figure 9 for nine landscape pattern analyses using a single measure 

(adopted from Bogaert et al. 2000). 

Pattern α β ν δ |φ|
A 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 200.00

B 100.00 66.67 80.00 91.67 171.02

C 100.00 50.00 80.00 91.67 165.24

D 100.00 66.67 80.00 40.62 149.98

E 100.00 50.00 80.00 41.38 143.57

F 100.00 0.00 0.00 68.10 120.99

G 100.00 0.00 0.00 47.56 110.73

H 20.00 0.00 0.00 30.90 36.80

I 6.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.67  
 

In a given landscape, the maximum |φ| can be achieved when the landscape has only one patch 

type represented by a single patch (Figure 9A), and |φ| equals to 200 (Table 1).  

 

Landscape I is the most fragmented landscape with minimal habitat area and maximum isolation 

(Figure 9I and Table 1). Landscapes B to G have the same area, with different shapes, number of 

patches, and isolation resulting in different degrees of fragmentation. Landscape B and C have 

the same area, number of patches, and isolation. However, the patch shape (edge length) 

differentiates B and C, and as a result, C is more fragmented than B.  
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Landscapes D and E are similar to B and C, but D and E are more isolated than B and C, and 

therefore D and E have lower |φ| values than B and C. Landscape E is more fragmented than D 

because of E’s higher edge values.  

 

Landscapes F and G have higher numbers of patches than D and E, which make them more 

fragmented than D and E. Landscape G is more fragmented than F resulting from F’s higher 

isolation.  

 

Lastly, H and I present habitat loss with higher isolation, which contributes to the highest 

fragmentation among others. Changes in composition are illustrated in the differences between 

landscapes A and G, and changes in configuration are illustrated in Figures B and D.   

Landscapes A-I demonstrate that the changes in area, isolation, edge length, and number of 

patches affect the degree of landscape fragmentation through |φ| (Bogaert et al. 2000). 

 

2222 δνβαϕ +++=    …………………………………………………………..........(Eq. 10) 

 

Where |φ| is the single measure of fragmentation index; α reflects the habitat retention; β assess 

boundary (edge) length; ν represents occurrence of several patches; δ represents isolation by 

considering the maximum and minimum Euclidean distance.  

 

This index can be calculated from any raster or vector data source in any GIS software packages.  

 

2.11 METRIC EVALUATION 

 

The ability of individual metrics to reliably quantify landscape fragmentation should be 

examined according to certain criteria (Moser et al. 2007). A set of eight suitability criteria were 

proposed by Jaeger et al. (2000) to examine the reliability of a given fragmentation metric. Their 

suitability criteria includes: intuitive interpretation, mathematical simplicity, modest data 

requirements, low sensitivity to small patches, monotonous reaction to different  fragmentation 

phases, detection of structural changes, mathematical homogeneity, and additivity
6
. The last two 

criteria were not used to test our indices because the mathematical properties of homogeneity and 

additivity were used to compare individual indices’ algorithm characteristics, not the properties 

of implication in practice.  

 

The first six criteria, intuitive interpretation, mathematical simplicity, data requirements, low 

sensitivity of small patches, monotonous reaction, and detection of structural change, are 

summarized into Table 2. The intuitive interpretation, mathematical simplicity, and modest data 

requirements criteria are relatively self-explanatory. The low sensitivity of the small patches 

criteria is used in regards to how sensitive the metric is to the inclusion or omission of small 

patches and how this will affect the results. In practice, managers or researchers do not always 

use the same lower limit of patch size in their quantitative recordings of an area distribution. 

                                                 
6 Additivity is defined as a characteristic of a measurement series whereby the summed components equal the 

aggregate. 
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Jaeger (2000) used the term ‘monotonous reaction’ to describe how the values of indices react as 

fragmentation progresses from one phase to another. The processes of fragmentation can be 

described in six phases (Forman 1995, Jaeger 2000): 1. Perforation, 2. Incision, 3, Dissection, 4. 

Dissipation, 5. Shrinkage and 6. Attrition. (see appendix III) (Table 2).  

 

Table 2: Comparing the measures with respect to six suitability criteria (- = not fulfilled, * = 

slightly fulfilled, ** = satisfactory or good, *** = very good) (PSD = patch size distribution, 

MNN = Euclidean nearest neighbour, CA = core area, ED = edge density, CI = contagion index, 

IJI = interspersion and juxtaposition, meff = effective mesh size, |φ| = single measure) 

Measures  

Suitability criteria PSD MNN CA ED CI IJI PX GISfrag meff |φ| 
1. Intuitive interpretation *** *** *** *** * * ** *** ** * 

2. Mathematical simplicity *** *** ** *** * * ** *** ** * 

3. Modes data requirements *** *** *** *** ** ** ** ** *** * 

4. Low sensitivity of small patches *** - *** * - - - * *** - 

5. Monotonous reaction - - * * - - * ** *** *** 

6. Detection of structural change - - * ** ** ** - ** *** *** 

 

The first three criteria - intuitive interpretation, mathematical simplicity, modest data 

requirements, - are best met by the simplest measures: patch size distribution, mean nearest 

neighbour, core area, edge density, and GISfrag. The remaining metrics; contagion index, 

interspersion and juxtaposition, effective mesh size, and |φ| single measure are not as easily 

understood as the others (Table 2). 

 

The next three criteria - low sensitivity to small patches, monotonous reaction to different 

fragmentation phases, and detection of structural changes - are concerned with the correlation of 

the measures of the fragmentation processes. In practice, the mean nearest neighbour, contagion 

index, interspersion and juxtaposition, proximity and |φ| single measure are very sensitive to the 

addition or omission of very small patches. Only the effective mesh size and |φ| single measure 

best describe the next two criteria - monotony of reactions to fragmentation process phases and 

structural changes patterns. 

 

The other indices are not qualified to detect structural and/or fragmentation process phases 

differences (Table 2). For example, we provided an illustration of the mean nearest neighbour in 

Section 2.2 of ‘two landscapes with different grain texture. Because these landscapes have same 

equal distance (x) between patches, the analysis provides us with the same mean nearest 

neighbour value which does not tell us the truth about the landscape - this is a structural issue, 

which can be solved by meff and/or |φ| index. 

 

4.0 DISCUSSION  
 

Ten indices that deal with landscape fragmentation, structural changes, and landscape dynamics 

were reviewed and assessed. Some metrics, such as the |φ| index, may provide more information 

than is required for the objectives of the current project. Other indices, such as the contagion 

index, and interspersion and juxtaposition, may provide overlapping information. However, as 
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Bogaert (2003) stated, ”experts have not yet reached an agreement on how to measure patterns of 

fragmented landscapes and, thus, unambiguous translation of experimental findings into 

conservation or management guidelines is hampered”. Therefore, it is necessary to assess all the 

indices that were presented in this report before an appropriate suite of indices can be 

recommended. A pilot study, conducted over a randomly selected sample of landscape units, 

would permit the comparison of results for each index and assist in determining which indices 

best fit the PGTSA land base, and available data.  

 

In our review, we did not assess functional indices such as the connectance index, because this 

subset of metrics generally refers to ecosystem processes and functional connections among 

patches. What constitutes ‘ecosystem processes’ and/or ‘functional connections’ between patches 

clearly depends on the objectives and study interests. For example, patches that are considered 

‘connected’ for bird dispersal and prey at a distance of ten kilometres, might not be considered 

‘connected’ for seed dispersal, fire spread, and hydrological flow (McGarigal and Marks 2002). 

Furthermore, the application and interest of using these indices is mainly focused on the 

conservation and protection of birds, mammals, and insects (Fonseca and Ganade 1996, 

Hernandez 2003). Moreover, this subset of metrics is beyond our current project objectives; if 

and/or when the project objectives expand toward this direction, there are available 

methodologies and indices ready to use. 

 

4.1 SUITE OF METRICS 

Despite the desired efficiency that could be realized from having and using a single means to 

measure and analyse landscape fragmentation, it is widely accepted that no single index can 

measure all aspects of landscape fragmentation (Hargis et al. 1998, Gustafson 1998, McGarigal 

and Marks 2002).  One attempt has been made to mathematically combine several important 

aspects of fragmentation measures into one single tool (Bogaert et al. 2000). In their proposed 

measure, however, Bogaert et al. (2000) found that other aspects of landscape fragmentation, 

such as interior habitat and spatial connectivity, were then neglected. The majority of the 

literature suggested the use of a suite of indices in order to tell the whole story across a given 

landscape (Hargis et al. 1998, Gustafson 1998, McGarigal and Marks 2002).  Bissonette and 

Storch (2003) indicate that the total amounts of habitats, and their spatial arrangement, were both 

important landscape characteristics that need to be measured as part of any landscape 

fragmentation analysis.  

 

4.2 SENSITIVITY 

It is critical to understand the response and sensitivity with which an index actually measures 

fragmentation relative to the processes under consideration. Indices, such as edge density, 

contagion, and interspersion and juxtaposition, have only a small range of response to landscape 

fragmentation. These indices increase with the degree of fragmentation. However, once the 

landscape is over 40% fragmented, the reverse effects will happen.  In other words, as the degree 

of fragmentation increases, the value of the index will begin to decrease. For example, as we 

discussed earlier (Figure 3), two very different landscapes can have the same edge density value, 

but clearly display different levels of fragmentation (the landscape in Figure 3a was much less 

fragmented than that of Figure 3b). In this case, the GISfrag index would have been a good 
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candidate to measure the high degree of fragmentation (Figure 10). Therefore, having a clear 

understanding of the true fragmentation over a landscape unit, as well as the appropriate 

measure, the response range of the measure, and the output of the chosen index, will help to 

avoid difficult situations of interpretation in practice. 

 
Figure 10: GISfrag simulates the same grain texture problem (GISfrag(a) = 45.4, 

GISfrag(b)=9.7) 

 

4.3 OVERLAPPING OR CORRELATED INFORMATION 

Some landscape fragmentation indices provide overlapping or correlated information. Most 

landscape indices were derived (developed) from the same basic measures, area and Euclidean 

distance and therefore the values would be correlated (O’Neill et al. 1988, Riitters et al. 1995). 

They can also exhibit statistical interactions with each other (Li and Reynolds, 1994). For 

example, contagion index and interspersion and juxtaposition originated from probability 

distribution. Therefore, the mathematical similarity makes them redundant when both of them 

are used to analyse the same landscape.  

 

One solution that scientists have found to overcome this issue is to use some effective measures, 

such as multivariate analysis (principle analysis, discriminate analysis, and factor analysis), to 

project indices into multi-dimensional independent spaces and reduce the dependency 

(McGarigal and McComb 1995, Riitters et al. 1995). For example, Riiters et al. (1995) used 

factor analysis for 55 spatial pattern metrics calculated from 85 maps of land cover and identified 

five independent factors: average patch compaction, overall image texture, average patch shape, 

patch-perimeter scaling, and number of patch types. McGarigal and McComb (1995) conducted 

a principle analysis of 30 indices derived from a late-seral forest landscape in northern United 

States and found three principal components: patch shape and edge contrast, patch density, and 

patch size. Wang and Malanson (2007) suggested that useable combinations of indices with 

possible indicators related to area, isolation, shape, aggregation, and edges tend to be 

uncorrelated with other indices.  These techniques could be explored in the future to further 

ensure the appropriate indices are included in the landscape fragmentation analysis. 
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The generic index appeared in the literature after Bogaert et al. (2000) proposed the single 

measure (see above, Butler et al. 2004). Butler et al. (2004) selected three components: 

percentage of nonforest cover, percentage of edge, and interspersion, to measure forest 

fragmentation in Western Oregon and Western Washington. They used these three significantly 

correlated components to create an empirical model (mathematical mean of three components), 

Forest Fragmentation Index (FFI), which explained over 80% of the observed variability in forest 

fragmentation (Butler et al. 2004). Thus, it is possible to derive a new landscape fragmentation 

index to suit the PGTSA and its sustainable forest management criteria.  

 

4.4 ANALYSIS OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of analysis are important in determining which indices should be included in an 

analysis or measurement of landscape fragmentation. For example, Jaegert et al. (2007) proposed 

that the meff was an efficient indicator to measure the degree of landscape fragmentation, and 

further met the sustainable criteria used by the Swiss Monitoring System of Sustainable 

Development. Lausch and Herzog (2002) used 24 different indices, grouped into four categories 

(patch area, edge and shape, diversity, and configuration), to test the applicability of the 

landscape metrics for monitoring landscape changes, especially, in regards to scale, resolution of 

input data, and the interpretability of results. They found four critical issues that will impact the 

scale, spatial and temporal resolution, and the interpretability of landscapes:    

1) The application of data sources such as remote sensing and image analysis; 

2) Data processing techniques, which influence the spatial and temporal comparability of 

results;  

3) A manageable set of indicators, which includes composition and configuration properties 

of the landscape; and 

4) Appropriate spatial units, which allow indice grouping. 

The consideration of these issues will help to determine the objectives of the analysis, and in turn 

which indices to use. 

 

5.0 IMPLEMENTATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The proper implementation of landscape fragmentation analysis is not trivial. A conceptual 

framework was established to guide the landscape fragmentation index identification at the 

landscape level (Figure 11). This conceptual framework outlines the step-by-step process to 

derive candidate indices for quantifying the landscape fragmentation pattern of the PGTSA in the 

future. Possibly the most critical step is to identify the proper scale of the landscape, so that 

subsequent analyses will also be conducted at the appropriate scale, thus providing meaningful 

answers.   

 

Considerable thought must be given to the scale at which the ecological process being studied 

operates, and/or the scale at which the organism being studied perceives the differences in the 

landscape. In the case of the PGTSA, there are different levels of scale that could be considered, 

such as the whole PGTSA as one unit, or forest district boundaries, or Natural Disturbance Units 

or Landscape Units as other examples. The study objectives should clearly define the spatial 

scale for the analysis. 
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Spatial scale, operating boundary and available input data defines the extent and resolution of 

data which will be used to compute the indices. The most commonly used data sources are air 

photo interpreted inventories (such as VRI) or remote sensing products, such as Landsat or 

SPOT. After processing this data, two main types of thematic maps may be produced, raster 

based and/or vector based. Data sources currently used for the PGTSA are aerial photo 

interpretation vector based Vegetation Resources Inventory (VRI). This vector data source can 

be directly used by most of the indices proposed above. Some indices, such as GISfrag, may 

need a data conversion procedure to convert the vector data to raster data for computation. 

 

Define scale: landscape, 

region etc. 

Data source 

Define patch type and 

fragmentation barriers 

Calculate indices 

Temporal sequences Spatial sequences 

Comparative analysis 

Candidate indices  

Figure 11: Conceptual model of implementing landscape fragmentation pattern analysis 

Scenario tests 
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In order to define the physical and/or biological barriers between patches, the patch types and 

fragmentation barriers need to be defined.  These barriers are sometimes fragmentation agents, 

such as roads, and may or may not be considered fragmentation barriers for the purposes of 

analyses. Patch type barriers may also change over time. For example, the young forest patch 

type is defined by stands in which age of the dominant (by basal area) layer is less than 21 years 

old. However, a young forest patch type at 20 years old will cycle out of this patch type in one 

year; in other words it will no longer be classified as a young forest patch. The dynamic nature of 

forest succession creates variability in the analysis results if reviewed over short time frames 

(such as one year), unless new disturbances, such as fire or harvesting, create the same amount of 

new young forest types as the aging types. This variability is amplified in smaller landbases 

where single disturbances have larger effects on the landbase proportions. Because of the 

dynamic nature of the landbase patches and the static nature of the biodiversity targets, it may be 

more appropriate to analyze trends over a larger temporal scale (mean annual patch size 

distribution over a longer time period) to better reflect progress towards biodiversity targets. 

Scenarios of different definitions of barriers, such as stand age, forest type, and average diameter 

at breast height, also have to be tested for all the indices to find out the suitability of the indices 

over various temporal and spatial scales. 

 

Calculating indices is a stepwise process, performing mathematical calculations for each index. 

As illustrated in the literature review, the algorithm and computation steps are complex, but most 

of them can be calculated by readily available software packages, and require minimal training to 

use. Two separate sequences should be considered while computing any index - temporal and 

spatial sequences. Temporal changes refer to how an index responds to patch type changes over 

time, while spatial changes refer to how an index responds to various divisions of the land base. 

After a comparative analysis has been conducted, candidate indices can be selected for further 

refinement of targets and monitoring strategies necessary to fulfill landscape biodiversity 

objectives. 

 

The conceptual framework in Figure 11 defines the spatial scale, barriers, data, calculation, and 

analysis of implementing landscape fragmentation pattern analysis in a given landscape. This 

framework can be applied to a pilot study for a portion of PGTSA. Vegetation Resources 

Information data are available and data preparations like seamless error checks, and conversions 

to raster formats require minimal effort.  Forest development plans are also available from the 

PGTSA licensees.  Gaps still exist however in implementing the indices; for example, the 

definition and selection of appropriate barriers. Forest age has been used in the past as a barrier 

in PGTSA landscape biodiversity analysis and objectives, but this barrier may not be suitable for 

the young forest patch size distribution objective. The knowledge gaps are that it is unknown 

whether age was the correct barrier or whether the methodology included a proper use of age. 

Additionally, we do not know what the existing alternatives are that can use instead of age. 

Therefore, scenarios should be tested by using age as well as alternatives for the full set of 

indices that have been proposed in the literature review section above.  

 

The following suggestions should be considered for the pilot study: 

  

� Spatial scale: the pilot site should be representative and large enough for the 

consideration of landscape fragmentation.  
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� Data source: the historical data availability for setting up the baseline information, such 

as pre-logging forest cover, or status of forest landscape condition. 

� Barriers: the barriers should be clearly defined in the study objectives, and what other 

alternatives are. The scenarios based on different barriers can be tested for suitable 

indices. 

 

In summary, the set of landscape fragmentation pattern indices reviewed can detect landscape 

fragmentation dynamics both temporally and spatially, even structural changes within each stage 

can be assessed. However, interpreting and applying metrics remains difficult because the merits 

and caveats of landscape metrics vary according the landscape conditions under investigation, 

objectives of study, and study interests. A pilot study will be necessary to determine realistic 

indices for the PGTSA land base. The pilot study will need to consider management history, 

sensitivity of each indices’ response to fragmentation changes, and the targets currently set for 

each index. 
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Appendix I Table 
 

See Attached Table – Appendix 1 
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Appendix II COMPREHENSIVE INTERVIEWS 
 

In order to understand not only the indices that are currently available to use as methods of 

assessing fragmentation, but to understand their true applicability and utility, several 

fragmentation experts were interviewed. The following is a summary of these interviews. 

 

1.1 CRAIG DELONG, February 12, 2008 

Ministry of Forests and Range,  

Prince George Regional Ecologist. 

 

Craig Delong is part of the Landscape Objective Working Group and is very knowledgeable in 

regards to the Prince George Forest Region natural disturbance units and their associated 

landscape biodiversity objectives.  Craig was not familiar with the individual metrics and models 

used to measure fragmentation, but he did have some ideas and suggestions for what 

could/should be included in this model. 

 

He drew a diagram of two forest patches (Figure A1).  The patch on the left (P1) and the patch 

on the right (P2) have equal amounts of interior core area. They also have equal amounts of total 

edge, including the smaller interior clearcuts within P2.   Often times in areas with older clear 

cuts, the roads have disappeared from maps and will not influence values in these data models. 

 

Craig indicated that one may prefer to have P1 protected from disturbance and have P2 as an 

area for more forestry activities.   Craig was concerned both edge and core metrics would 

evaluate these areas as equals.  He would like to see a metric within our model that would show 

forest managers the difference between these two areas. 

 

 P1 P2  

Figure A12: Modified from Craig DeLong’s diagram (2008, February) showing differences 

between two patches with common edge and core area values.  
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1.2 DR. ERIC GUSTAFSON, February 13, 2008 

Institute for Applied Ecosystems Studies US Forest Service Northern Research Station 

Landscape Ecology Team Leader  

 

During a phone conversation, Eric Gustafson indicated that typical fragmentation models include 

the following indices: 

• Mean Patch Size 

• Mean Interpatch Distance 

• Core (Interior) Area 

However, his personal favourite is the GISfrag metric proposed by Ripple et al. (1991).   

 

 

1.3 DR. PHIL BURTON, February 14, 2008 

Canadian Forest Service, Manager, 

UNBC, Ecosystem Science and Management Program, Adjunct Associate Professor. 

 

During the meeting with Phil Burton, he agreed that our work should result in a proposed 

fragmentation model that includes patch size, interpatch distance and core (interior) area metrics.  

Edge density and contagion were also discussed.  Dr. Burton suggested that it was very 

important for any edge type metric to be able to distinguish between areas that are highly 

disturbed and areas that are inversely undisturbed (Figure 2).  He also suggested the use of an 

interspersion metric to determine the level of patch clustering/isolation. 

 

 

1.4 DR. CHRIS JOHNSON, February 18, 2008 

UNBC, Ecosystem Science and Management Program, Assistant Professor. 

 

During the meeting with Chris Johnson, we discussed the project and its objectives, and like the 

other interviewees he also suggested the use of a patch size metric, an interpatch distance metric, 

and a core area metric.  Dr. Johnson also preferred the use of an edge density metric as many 

species are affected by the amount and densities of edge in a landscape. 

 

Chris cautioned to be aware of the scale at which the analysis and objectives are meant for.  

Different objectives and types of analysis may require different metrics.  Certain metrics are not 

useful or effective at the different scales (patch, class or landscape). 
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1.5 MATTHEW WHEATLEY, February 20, 2008 

Alberta Government, Wildlife Biologist and GIS Analyst. 

 

During a phone conversation with Matt Wheatley, like the other interviewees, he also indicated 

that patch size, interpatch distance, core area and edge density would be appropriate indices to 

meet the objectives of this project.  Similar to the discussion with Chris Johnson, Mr. Wheatley 

also discussed the importance of scale.  Certain metrics are only effective at specific scales and 

may not be comparable between areas of different size. 

 

We also discussed whether this type of analysis was being used by other analysts in other areas.  

Mr. Wheatley indicated that his experience was that many researchers are studying 

fragmentation, and developing models and individual metrics to analyse it, yet so few resource 

managers are implementing them.  He said that neither of these models, nor metrics was being 

used in Alberta.  He has also spent a significant amount of time working in BC, and again he was 

not aware of the use of this type of analysis within BC.  
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APPENDIX III. LANDSCAPE FRAGMENTATION PROCESSES 
 

 
 

Figure A2: Phases of the fragmentation processes, distinguished according to geometric 

characteristics.  

 

The following explains the phases of fragmentation as suggested by Forman (1995), and Jaeger 

(2000). 

 

A is single patch type landscape matrix, B contains some small patches created in the matrix, the 

phase from A to B is called perforation. C represents linear features such as roads or rivers 

created or existing in the matrix, the phase from A to C is called incision. D is when a linear 

features cross the matrix, the phase from A to D is called dissection. E is when the majority of 

the matrix is occupied by another patch type; the phase from A to E is called dissipation. F is the 

matrix as it continues to diminish; the phase from E to F is called shrinkage. Finally, G is the 

matrix further decreasing; the phase from F to G is called the attrition process (modified from 

Jaeger 2000). 

 


